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Chicago/Bolivia Medical Mission Partnership 

Archdiocese of Chicago 

 

Report on Medical Mission Trip to Bolivia 

Archdiocese of Santa Cruz 

Oct. 20 – Nov. 3, 2000 

 

 
This short term mission program, as a ministry of the Archdiocese of Chicago, had the following 

as its vision and goals: 

 

Vision 
 

The love of Christ impels the Church, through the lay faithful, to serve those in need through 

participation in Christ’s healing ministry. Those who participate in this mission go to experience 

Christ and share in his mission, in and through bonds of solidarity with their Bolivian 

counterparts and through their service to the poorest of the poor. 

 

 

“The poor everywhere in the world are Christ who suffers. In them the Son of 

God lives and dies.  Through them, God shows his face.” 

Mother Teresa of Calcutta 

 

 

Goals 
 

• To encounter God through serving Christ who suffers in the poor. 

 

• To reach out to the poorest of the poor through medical care in a spirit of mutuality and 

solidarity. 

 

• To build bonds of solidarity with Bolivian counterparts by sharing medical skill, knowledge 

and faith. 

 

• To deepen one’s spiritual life by sharing with the Chicago team and Bolivian counterparts in 

service, prayer and reflection. 

 

• To both evangelize and be evangelized though deeds of service and witness of faith. 

 

• To allow the poor and marginalized to teach us and impact our lives, and to gain perspective 

on the inequities in the human family. 

 

• To become advocates for justice and for solidarity between North and South America. 
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These goals were realized through the following: 

 

Twenty-two short term missioners, two pastoral and nineteen medical, shared their talent, 

treasure and time to serve the poor in Bolivia. Among the doctors were an orthopedic surgeon, a 

plastic surgeon, a gynecologist, an anesthesiologist, a cardiologist, two internists and a 

pediatrician.. There were two surgical technicians and ten nurses, including a nurse anesthetist.  

A priest and the mission director made up the pastoral team.  The medical doctors on the team 

were Albert Dietz, Roberto Lachica, Jerry Levin, Dilio Menacho, Louis Myers, Nancy 

Streitmatter, Enrique Via-Reque and John Watson.  The nursing team was made up of: Lauralyn 

Adolfson, Mary Burke, Lucille Channell, Monina Esguerra, Diane Fay, Jeff Shaw, Rita Watson, 

Martha Winter and Huei-Fan Ying.  The two surgical techs and and assistant were Dominic 

Adorno, Christina Marchese and Julia Velasco.  The pastoral team was made up of Dr. Juan 

Hinojosa and Fr. Gary Graf.  Of note is that the team included two Jewish doctors and two 

Protestant nurses.  Also there were a deacon nurse, a doctor studying for the diaconate and a 

woman religious cardiologist.  

 

 

Our counterparts in Bolivia included:  

 

 The coordinating local team:  the leadership of Niño Feliz (the director, two social 

workers). 

 The Archdiocesan Commission for Health Care. 

 The doctors and nurses at the hospital where operations occurred and the doctors and 

nurses from the various clinics were we provided medical care. 

 

 

The mission locations were in the Archdiocese of Santa Cruz in Bolivia:  

 

For medical and surgical care: 

 

Hospital Universitario Japones 

 

 

For medical clinics: 

 

Clinics in the towns of Porongo, Cotoca, Samaipata, Warnes, the Prison at Palmasola 

(men’s and women’s) and in the city of Santa Cruz at Niño Feliz. 

 

 

Concrete Achievements 

 

Medical 

 

• Surgical: (total of 51 surgeries) 

 

16 gynecological surgical procedures performed 
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  8 orthopedic surgical procedures performed 

  27 plastic surgical procedures performed 

• Medical Care:  A total of 1017 patients were attended to. 

  

Hospital Universitario Japones 

 

 61 gynecological patients seen 

 

 85 cardiology patients seen 

 

 102 reconstructive surgery patients seen 

 

 80 orthopedic patients seen 

 

At the various clinics: 

 

158 pediatric patients seen 

 

425 internal medicine patients seen 

 

70 gynecological patients seen 

 

36 cardiological patients seen 

 

 

Education:   

 

Three important medical educational events occurred during this mission: 

 

1.  Dr. Lewis Myer presented a course in gynecological laporoscopy. 

 

2.  Dr. Nancy Streitmatter presented a course on the use of the cardiological 

eccocardiogram. 

 

3.  Dr. Enrique Via-Reque delivered a lecture on anesthesiology in laporoscopy. 

 

Dr. Juan L. Hinojosa led a small group theological reflection experience with the 

Archdiocesan Pastoral Health Care Commission members. 

 

    

Medical Partnering: 

 

Each of the U. S. surgeons had a Bolivian counterpart.  A great deal of learning and sharing 
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occurred during operations and clinics. 

 

The internists and the pediatrician had Bolivian medical counterparts around half the time, with a 

good deal of interchange when that was the case. 

 
 

Material and Financial Aid 

 

Twenty four large boxes of surgical/medical supplies and medicines and anesthetics were 

brought. These were used by us, with a large remainder donated to the Santa Cruz Archdiocesan 

Health Care ministry. This included a machine for monitoring and calibrating pacemakers, a 

monitoring pressure cuff during surgeries, and five glucometers that measure blood sugar. The 

approximate value in the United States of donated materials and drugs was $70,000. 

 

Numerous firms and individuals contributed generously to the materials and drugs that were used 

and donated. Among the firms were Abbott Laboratories, Allegiance Health Care, and the Little 

Company of Mary Hospital.  St. Mary’s parish in Freemont Center contributed to the medicines 

used by the clinical medical team.   

 

A total of over $2,400 was donated in order to cover the expenses related to medication and 

hospital stay expenses of the very poor. 

 

Some of the bishops of Chicago, particularly bishop John Manz, donated $4275 to construct a 

chapel in the women’s prison of Palmasola.   This chapel, in addition to being used for mass and 

catechetical instruction will be used by the poorest inmates as a place to sleep at night. 
 

 

Spiritual 

 

 Eucharist for participants each day of the mission. 

 

 Patient pastoral care and spiritual guidance of some medical professionals. 

 

 Many of our members gave testimony to the powerful impact, both humanly and 

spiritually, the trip had on them. 

 

 More intangible, but just as important, is the witness of the individuals and of the entire 

mission to the care and gospel commitment of the U.S. Church for the Bolivian Church. 

 

 In our Archdiocese, a number of parishes were involved by either supporting the short-

term missioner or through a local commissioning. Three parishes provided funding for 

the infrastructure needs. A number of parish individuals provided funds for the needs in 

Bolivia.  The Archdiocesan Commissioning at Sts. Faith, Hope and Charity was a 

significant event in that parish. 


